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Expert Oracle GoldenGateApress, 2011

	Oracle Corporation acquired GoldenGate in 2009 as part of future strategy to implement advanced
	replication technologies within the product suite of data warehousing and real-time transaction
	management. Before the advent of Oracle GoldenGate technology, data replication was performed using
	Oracle Streams and third-party replication...
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Spring 2.5 Aspect Oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2009
Developing powerful web applications with clean, manageable code makes the maintenance process much easier. Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is the easiest and quickest way to achieve such results. Spring is the only Java framework to offer AOP features. The combined power of Spring and AOP gives a powerful and flexible platform to develop and...
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Java EE 5 Development with NetBeans 6Packt Publishing, 2008
Java EE 5, the successor to J2EE, greatly simplifies the development of enterprise applications. The popular IDE, NetBeans, has several features that greatly simplify Java EE 5 development, and this book shows you how to make use of these features to make your Java programming more efficient and productive than ever before.   With many features...
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Access Data Analysis CookbookO'Reilly, 2007
If you have large quantities of data in a Microsoft Access database, and need to study that data in depth, this book is a data cruncher's dream. Access Data Analysis Cookbook offers practical recipes to solve a variety of common problems that users have with extracting Access data and performing calculations on it. Each recipe includes a...
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Enterprise JavaBeansO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) is a major new technology for server-side application development in Java. It offers a component architecture for developing distributed, multitiered enterprise applications. This model allows you to build complex, mission-critical systems using simple snap-together pieces that model individual business...
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PCI Express System ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2003
PCI Express is the third-generation Peripheral Component Inter-connect technology for a wide range of systems and peripheral devices. Incorporating recent advances in high-speed, point-to-point interconnects, PCI Express provides significantly higher performance, reliability, and enhanced capabilities—at a lower...
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Mastering C# Database ProgrammingSybex, 2003
Enter a New World of Database Programming 
     
     C# and ADO.NET     facilitate the development of a new generation of database applications,     including remote applications that run on the     Web. Mastering C# Database Programming is the resource you need to thrive     in this new world. Assuming...
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IBM(R) Websphere(R) Application Server: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
IBM is generally considered one of the most important software vendors, and this is
even more true in the e-business space. In fact, many would say that IBM is the most
influential vendor and has the best vision and product scope in spaces such as Web
application development, Java, middleware, and enterprise systems. This chapter...
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Business Math For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Business and mathematics — they just seem to go together. Of course, I could make a case for any topic to successfully mesh with math. Then again, I’m a bit prejudiced. But you have to agree that you can’t do much in the home or in the business or real estate worlds without a good, solid mathematical background.

I...
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J2EE Design PatternsO'Reilly, 2003
Crawford and Kaplan's J2EE Design  Patterns approaches the subject in a unique,  highly practical and pragmatic way. Rather than simply  present another catalog of design patterns, the authors  broaden the scope by discussing ways to choose design  patterns when building an enterprise application from  scratch,...
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Architecture of a Database SystemNow Publishers, 2007
Database Management Systems (DBMSs) are a ubiquitous and critical component of modern computing, and the result of decades of research and development in both academia and industry. Architecture of a Database System presents an architectural discussion of DBMS design principles, including process models, parallel architecture, storage system...
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Information Technology Auditing (with ACL CD-ROM)South-Western College, 2010

	The third edition of this text contains key improvements and changes that continue to
	provide instructors and students with the best information technology auditing text
	available. This edition has been reorganized and expanded to address the internal control
	and audit issues mandated by Sarbanes-Oxley legislation. The third edition...
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